
SAFETY AND COMPLIANCE

· Never use accessories that are 
not recommended by the 
manufacturer. They could pose a 
safety risk to the user and might 
damage the product. Only use 
original parts and accessories.
· Do not leave your pets 
unattended.
· Keep all small parts away from 
pets and children.
· Do not alter this product.
· Check the product regularly for 
damage. Replace if damaged.

WARNING

· Ensure the pet pen is properly 
assembled and all door latches are 
secure before leaving your pet in the 
pen.
· To prevent choking and other serious 
injuries, always remove any collars, 
tags, or leashes from your pet before 
leaving the pet in the pen.
· This product is not suitable for pets 
whose heads are smaller than the gap 
between the grids of the panels.
· This product is intended only for 
pets. Not intended for use with 
children. Children should not be 
allowed to play in the pet pen.

CAUTION

· This product cannot guarantee full 
containment and restraint in every 
circumstance.
· This product shall not be used to 
restrain aggressive dogs.
· We do not recommend using this 
product on easily-damaged floors as 
the pen could potentially create 
scratches on the floor.
· Please dispose of product and 
packaging materials according to 
local regulations.
· No liability will be accepted for 
injury, accident, or damage resulting 
from improper use or 
non-compliance with this manual.

ASSEMBLY METHOD

TIPS

01

Locate the gate panel and ensure 
that the door lock is facing outwards.

02

03

Insert the metal rod.
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Finish installation.
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How to use the Door Latch Device

* 1: To ensure that there are no gaps that could trap a dog's paw, it is important to fully insert the metal rods into the ground so that 
the balls on the rods can fill the arc between adjacent boards.
* 2: For dogs with thinner paws, we advise against using the product indoors or in environments where the metal rods cannot be 
inserted into the ground. Without being fully inserted into the ground, the balls on the rods will not be able to fill the arc between 
adjacent boards, potentially creating gaps.  These gaps could possibly trap the paws of dogs with thinner paws, causing them 
discomfort or injury. In such cases, we recommend considering our HomePlus series of playpens, specifically designed for indoor use.

An additional metal rod is provided for use in scenarios where the fence will 
be incompletely closed, such as in a yard, by a wall, against an RV, etc.

Rubber pads
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ROLLICK PLAYPEN OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

Align the circular rings on the gate panel and the mesh 
panel. Please note that the height of the rings is different.

Please read this guide carefully before using the product. It contains important information for your pet's safety as well 
as operating and maintenance advice. Keep this guide for future use. Should this product be passed on to other users, 
then this guide must be included. 



Tips: As this product is very heavy, to reduce unnecessary inconvenience and additional cost, if 
you want to return the package, please contact us first for a better return experience.


